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The sabre 

Divided into two parts- blade and hilt 

Blade- point, the weak; heel, the strong; the flat and the tang, fitted into the hilt 

Hilt- grip and guard, the latter covers the hand 

How to hold the sabre 

Grip with right hand and not in the left as the guard will not protect it. Thumb 

along the back of the grip, four other fingers around it. Thumb position allows easy 

parries and directs the weapon better and allows better absorptions of shocks. If 

there are too many shocks then wrap the thumb around the grip with the other 

fingers, but in a melee this will be inconvenient. 

Don’t forget to use the lanyard around the wrist, the slide tightened around it; on 

the understanding the sword can be retained in the event of an disarm. 

The guard 

The guard is the best position which allows the easiest way to attack and defend. 

The right arm is half extended, nails underneath, elbow as close to the side as 

possible, without being too contracted, wrist opposite and at equal height to the 

right shoulder, cutting edge to the right and raised higher than the back edge, the 

sabre does not present the flat of the blade; scabbard in the left hand, placed in 

front of the body and parallel to the sabre. The feet a little separated and seated 

well on the legs. 

 

 

This guard (hand in tierce) must be taken immediately one is threatened or 

attacked. It allows defence in the low line and allows to attack with more force and 

certainty. 

Lines and positions of the hand 

In the guard position there are two spaces in which one can put the sabre; these 

are called “line”. High line is everything above the wrist. Low line is the space below 

the wrist. 

The hand can take different positions; hand in tierce, guard position, hand in 

quarte, nails on top. These positions are subdivided into hand in tierce high or low 



(this is also called seconde) and hand in quarte high or low, according to the hand 

position and the whether the point is higher or lower than the hand. 

Attacks 

Attacks allows to take the offensive and gives advantage over the adversary who, 

having attacked himself, must then take care to defend himself. 

The attack must be quick, rapid and given with full extension of the arm, while 

releasing the shoulder and without lunging too far. They can be done, according to 

situation, with nails under (hand in tierce), the blow then has more force and the 

nails on top (hand in quarte). 

As soon as the blow is given, whether it touches or not, return immediately to the 

guard position to be ready to parry against a riposte or make a new attack. If the 

blow lands it is not necessary that the sabre stays in place as the blow may not put 

the adversary out of the fight, and he can in a moment of respite deliver another 

blow at you which has a chance of success if one is not on guard so return to guard 

immediately a blow is made. 

The parry 

The parry is to deviate an attack to the body. It must always be done with the 

strong of the blade, while presenting the edge, hand fairly far from the threatened 

area, arm half extended. 

If the attack arrives with force and speed and the parry is too close to the body one 

risks not being able to resist with strength and being hit; the same goes if one 

parries with the point of middle of the blade as the adverse blade can hit if the 

resistance encountered is insufficient. 

The parry of a blow is always made by opposition, that is by accompanying the 

adverse blade to the outside of the line of the body, without jerks and with a single 

action of the wrist. This method allows one to resist all the force of the attack, while 

parrying. 

There exist other forms of parry- the parry with tac, or detached, or the counter, 

but these are not practical on the battlefield. 

The riposte 

The riposte is an attack following a parry. It follows the attack either immediately or 

after a period of time, determined more or less determined by the actions of the 

adversary. 

The direct riposte is the simplest, the best and arrives quickest, not giving the 

adversary the time to deliver a new attack upon a parry without respite. 

It can also be performed against a lance or sabre, while turning the wrist after a 

parry in place, such that the edge is to the fore; this is called doubling the sabre 

blow. 

On the counter-riposte, which is an attack which follows the parry of a riposte. 

They are only used in the salle; on the terrain adversaries who seek to do this or 

can perform them are exceedingly rare. 

 



Croisé and Envelopment 

The croisé and envelopment are special parries, which consist of blocking with the 

strong of the blade, against the weak of the adverse blade: the croisé, rolling from 

the high line to the low line, and the opposite, and the envelopment, rolling to the 

line from which it departed, that is to say the high line to the high line, and low line 

to low line. The croisé makes the sabre describe a semi-circle and the envelopment 

a full circle. 

These parries are always made with opposition with the strong of the blade, with a 

single action of the wrist and especially without letting go of the adverse weapon. 

The last point is cardinal: because, in the contrary case, one risks being hit while 

hitting oneself, while keeping the adverse weapon opposed stays dominant and the 

riposte can be launched in full safety. 

The croisé and envelopment are used in preference to the counter in sabre and 

especially against the lance. It is evidence that a combatant armed with the lance 

will have less force to resist an envelopment of a weapon such as the sabre, being 

relatively short the sabre the contact with the sabre has a pivot point which is 

closer to the hand. 

Moulinets 

Moulinets are describing a sabre in an extended circle in any direction, either 

horizontal (above the head) or lateral (alongside the body).They are made with an 

extended arm, while opening slightly the last fingers during their execution, which 

aids movement, the thumb and index gripping constantly the grip, without 

contracting the shoulder, which must remain free, thus the articulation is with the 

wrist. 

With practice one will perform these correctly in little time: becoming accustomed 

to not losing the sabre. Moulinets, in addition, flex the wrist and give more 

penetrating force to a cutting blow. They are as fingering is to the foil. With the 

straight infantry sabre, they are especially for defensive use; they are used against 

several adversaries until it is possible to withdraw, by finding the opportunity, with 

an envelopment, throwing a thrust or cut or a blow to the arm. 

Thrust and cuts 

The infantry sabre allows the use of the thrust and the cut; but its form favours the 

thrust. 

If the sabre is curved, a cut with the centre of the blade will arrive at the point of 

contact with the full force of the blow; if it is straight the blow is lost, that is to say, 

for all the length of the blade it is not worth the effort given in delivering it. 

Thus, for the cut to have the desired effect, the effort to make them must be 

considerable; the action large, and it follows that it is slower and loses the 

advantage. On the contrary the thrust requires less effort, arrives quicker (resulting 

from the deployment of one arm), covers better has greater security, and from the 

point of view of injury, causes more fear than the cut. 

The attack with a cut is performed by making the sabre describe a moulinet, with 

extended arm, either horizontal or lateral, according to need, in the direction of the 

cut, while pressing on the blow and bringing back quickly the arm to the rear, in 

the manner of a saw. 



If from the guard position one wants to deliver directly a cut to the body this blow 

will not have much force, one must thus give the blade a certain flourish by making 

a rapid moulinet. 

On the arm blow. This this nothing more than a cut to the hand, wrist, forearm or 

arm of the adversary. Its use is suggested when the distance is too great between 

combatants to reach the body. 

It is thus that thrust are preferable without making an absolute rule, though cuts 

have their use in certain cases. 

Combat against the bayonet 

Experience has led us to believe that a combatant armed with a sabre can, with 

wherewithal, can put out of the fight a single adversary with some ease, and, if 

against many, he can, more or less, dominate them until help arrives. 

We use, in these exercises which must be frequently repeated, a heavy steel sabre 

and fixed bayonets, to which we have added a scabbard tied to the cross guard, the 

button bound with rags as a measure of prudence. The scabbard has a slight 

excess of weight, but it does no harm when out of measure. Men are furnished with 

masks, gloves and plastrons of sailcloth from the fencing salle. 

The tactic to use is not complicated against a single adversary armed with a 

bayonet. What can he do for attacks? Thrusts and nothing else; even these are 

relatively slow to deliver, the weight of the weapon impedes their rapid succession. 

Accordingly, this allows us to give our personal opinion on the thrust prescribed by 

the actual regulations. After the latter, the movement “thrust” must be given with 

both hands, while thrusting the weapon without letting go with the left hand, the 

body weight carried forward, while extending the right shank. 

This means of thrusting is defective. In the course of our research we have 

recognised that, if one wants to hit in this manner, one is dragged by his weapon, 

and one must deploy more force to support it in this impulse; the return to guard, 

which must be quick, loses its speed; furthermore one closes too close to the 

adversary, which facilitates a riposte; one thus plays the game of the opposing 

short arm. The single advantage of this method of thrusting resides that it can 

more energetically resist the shock of the adverse parry; but that is all. 

It is preferable, to return to the former regulation, which prescribes the action 

“throw point”, by launching the weapon with the right hand, while carrying oneself 

forwards, it is true; but the use of the thrust with the single hand renders him 

more the master of his body, makes him reach further and gives the blow more 

speed. 

Without wishing to condemn the present regulation it occurs to us to satisfy the 

desiderata of bayonet fencing the two actions “thrust” and “throw point” should be 

kept, without excluding the other. 

The action of “throw point” is what we shall speak of here. In combat it is certain 

that men decide, according to their personal initiative, which of the two blows will 

be better, or even use one, then the other without care to conform in a single 

instant as to what is prescribed in the regulations. 



It is corroborated for us that men, after having been touched with an enemy riposte 

using the “thrust” will revert instinctively to the former “throw point” or a similar 

blow thrown which is more appropriate for defence., that is to say by launching the 

weapon with one hand and staying seated on the legs, which permits  a quick 

return to guard and to deliver several follow up blows while holding the adversary 

at a distance. 

To familiarise the men with bayonet fencing place them in front of totally passive 

mannequins, which they can act against strongly and quickly, and one which they 

can fence by placing themselves in favourable positions. 

Another thing is real combat, where adversaries attack, parry and riposte, which 

renders evidently more circumspect than having mannequins receiving blows and 

giving nothing back… 

But let us ignore this considerable gap, which we will fill one day. 

The bayonet attack is reduced to thrusts given somewhat quickly: one deduces 

easily the path to follow for a sabre armed combatant. An adversary threatens you, 

you take the offensive, don’t wait to be attacked, go towards him seeking close 

combat. The bayonet armed man will be embarrassed by his weapon, he will try to 

lose ground so he can use it, don’t let him take it, sustain your attack as you block 

his weapon. 

While in the guard of tierce, sabre scabbard in the left hand, your point higher than 

the adversary’s point, approach quickly, make contact, either with the sabre or 

with the scabbard, press strongly on the adverse weapon while pushing on top; it 

will be lowered, dominated; this is the favourable moment to deliver a cut to the 

right side of the face( fig.2). benefit from this surprise, retake immediately the 

contact if you have lost it while lowering his weapon, which has a tendency to raise 

up, deliver a new cut, this time to the left side of the face, by turning the hand so 

the nails are on top. A single cut to the face, either the right or left, must suffice to 

put him out of the fight and completely at your mercy. 

 

While in low tierce or seconde, your point lower than the adverse point, approach 

quickly while making contact and raising he bayonet as mush as possible, benefit 

form this elevation to deliver a thrust to the body or arm, an excellent blow in the 

position where one finds the adversary, given his hands and wrists (fig.3). 



 

On the defensive, the adversary can only thrust, the education of the eye, as 

regards distance and precision of the guard in the parry, is all important. The 

question of distance is especially important in the sense that it discerns if it will be 

enough to allow a parry, and if this parry itself will not be made on the strong part 

of the adverse weapon; because this will no longer be able to turn aside the blow. 

When it is a question of precision in the parry, if it is made too soon, the adversary 

can judge how to deceive it and land another blow. One must thus place oneself at 

a convenient distance and parry at the desired moment, not too soon, not too late. 

Immediately the parry is made, riposte with the blows show above, according to 

circumstance, that is to say riposte with blows to the right or left side of the face, 

with a thrust to the body, with arm blows to the hands and wrists. The latter will 

not injure the adversary, but the shock will be very painful, and he will drop his 

weapon. 

Inspired by the Japanese example, in their war with the Russians, one can add to 

these ripostes heel kicks to the feet of the adversary, kicks to the shins, punches to 

the face or pit of the stomach, thrown with the left hand if it remains free; better 

use of this hand is to use the scabbard to deliver blows to the head and shins: the 

scabbard also allows one to a parry adverse ripostes (fig. 4). 

 

All these means of defence we add the revolver, which is without contradiction the 

most certain auxiliary. 

Against several adversaries who threaten you one must recall the exploits of the 

Three Horaces against the Curatii, by holding them off by making a false flight, to 

render the combat equal, one on one. If you want to try to defeat them 

simultaneously it will be difficult, but not impossible. One will try to hold the field 

by making moulinets if necessary and using these as a shelter if you encounter 

them. The adversaries will pursue you, without doubt they will be of equal speed; a 



moment will come where one will pass the others and it will become man-to-man 

combat using the blows shown above. 

If retreat is impossible, such as in enclosed spaces and in the melee or if one is 

impeded, overcome, blows at the adversaries will become more important. With 

rapid moulinets one seeks to break open a passage; perhaps until safety arrives. 

The advantage remains with combatants who show the most daring and energy, 

essential French qualities. In the extreme minutes of the melee or assault one does 

little choice in the means to take the ascendant on the enemy. However, when 

attacking or parrying watch that the sabre does not engage with the cross-piece of 

the bayonet, the sling or the musket furniture; you will find yourself taken reduced 

in potency and broken due to an incorrect movement. 

Combat against the lance 

Cavalrymen are armed with lance or sabre. First consider the case of a cavalryman 

armed with lance against a combatant armed with a sabre. If the latter possesses 

some notion on the wielding of his weapon and has some composure, he can 

combat with advantage his adversary, who has a longer but less wieldy weapon. 

The lancer arrives at the gallop, the lance couched so it can only thrust, perhaps 

make a swipe which is easily able to be parried and will cause no more than 

bruising. 

If he misses his attack or his attack is parried his speed will prevent him from 

delivering a second; thus, act to avoid the first thrust: the means is simple. 

The first thing to do is to try to pass on the left side of the lancer. Because that is 

his weak side, from the point of view of his weapon, the left side will always be less 

favoured than the right. 

Upon his thrust if the lance threatens you at chest height, take a parry of low 

quarte with the scabbard, while pressing on it as much as possible and riposte with 

a thrust to the man’s flank or breastplate of the horse, or an arm blow by sliding 

along the lance (fig. 5). 

 

 

 

 



Always on his thrust if you are threatened at head or shoulder height, take a parry 

of high tierce with the scabbard by raising it as high as possible, and riposte with 

the same blows (fig.6). 

 

In both cases, if there is time, give a cut to the rear whithers of the horse. 

The parry of a thrust and the riposte with the same blow can be performed in 

another way, which consists of squatting on the haunches while bending down and 

bending he body forward; this very quick movement makes one from at the same 

time a parry of high tierce with the scabbard and riposting with a thrust to the 

horse’s chest ( fig.7). 

 

The croisé can be performed as a riposte.  

Upon an attack in the high line, which you make to the left or right of the lancer, 

oppose quarte and riposte with a croisé underneath while extending the arm, 

turning the hand to seconde, that is to say the nails underneath, the point of the 

sabre at the height of the horse’s flank: the speed of the lancer alone will make the 

sabre penetrate which will aid the movement (fig.8). 

 



The envelopment will also be employed against the lance. Immediately after having 

made contact with it, make to describe a full circle with the sabre, both weapons 

fully entwined, the point of the sabre at the height of the horse’s flank; as for the 

croisé, the sabre penetrates by itself. This envelopment can also be made in the 

high line or the low line. Recall that the envelopment returns the sabre to the point 

of departure. 

Against swipes, use parries of tierce and high or low quarte, according to 

circumstance, taking care to resist strongly against the received shock, which can 

be harsh and allow only a thrust. Parry only with the strong of the sabre; riposte 

with a thrust at the flank of the man or horse or with a croisé underneath to the 

horse’s flank. Swipes, as thrusts, can also be parried by curling oneself up in the 

same way and offering, in a word, the smallest surface area. The lancer, to make 

this blow, will be more hampered than his adversary being too low down, especially 

if he is on the left. While squatting in this position, a thrust to the horse’s stomach 

will have a chance of success without the concern of a blow delivered by the 

adversary, the blow passing overhead by this dodge (fig.9). 

 

Against several adversaries it will be easier to defend oneself than against several 

bayonets, a horse cannot shift about as fast as a man. Thus, instead of beating a 

retreat, as flight from cavalrymen is impossible, go in front of them forcing your 

way to the left side of the leftmost lancer; if shelter presents itself use it to make 

changes in your route; attempt then to enter single combat and use the parry and 

ripostes already shown. 

We have spoken of ripostes using a head cut. The lancer is, in effect, too high up to 

be reached at this part, and his type of headdress, helmet, shako &c., remove all 

effectiveness of this riposte. If you concern yourself with cuts to the body the effects 

and equipment will certainly dampen this blow. 

The riposte with a thrust to the face should not be attempted, the head is too small 

compared with the body, too high up and can be easily missed. One can better try a 

cut to the face, either left or right side. 

The morale effect of a lancer coming upon you at the gallop, lance to the fore, is 

very considerable, one must agree. The weapon is long, mesmerising and reaches 

far. Of all mounted combatants lancers are, for this reason, the most feared: one 

infantry troop which is surprised by them and allows them to approach will be 

ready to be defeated. 



But the superiority of the lance over the sabre is as a weapon of the first impact, it 

is agreed to oppose the small variety of his game; the means of defence against it 

are also little varied. The lancer can only thrust; it is not easy for him to parry an 

adverse riposte with his lance, if the parry is made accordingly. He can, without 

doubt, use the action “Turn about, strike” but it will not be easy to use against an 

adversary on foot, placed as a result lower than him, and his horse, in this case, 

impeded in its performance. 

The difficulty consists of making contact with the lance; once contact is made the 

advantage passes to the short weapon. It is made easier that the attack delivered is 

intended to go in front of him. And, graced by this impression, the adversary, 

having no indecision in which blow is to be parried, is only preoccupied with the 

perfect execution of the necessary parry and riposte. 

It remains of course that, in all cases, we are speaking of a lancer acting at the 

gallop; it is not only this aspect which can produce in his weapon a certain yielding 

quality: if he wishes to fight an adversary on foot, from the gait of a trot or stood 

still, he will quickly be at the mercy of the latter, his long weapon more a hindrance 

than a help to him. 

In a combat against a lancer at the gallop the precision of the parry and riposte will 

be the cardinal matter. The favourable moment will be relatively short and will not 

present itself immediately, it is thus a question of judgement and composure. 

In summary, the combatant on foot must conquer. He must always be of the spirit 

that while the weapon is longer it is also, accordingly, easy to set aside. 

Combat against the sabre 

There are two sorts of enemy to consider: sabre on horseback and sabre on foot, 

this qualification is to be understood by the man armed with a sabre. 

Sabre on horseback- against a sabre on horseback, the combatant on foot will 

prove more difficult than a lancer, the opposing weapon resembles one’s own and is 

ready, as you are, for a varied game. Nevertheless, the man on foot will always have 

a certain advantage over the cavalryman, who cannot, as easily as his adversary, 

move himself; shift, turnabout, crouch and use tricks: there will thus be, given 

equal weapons, a marked superiority for the combatant on foot. 

The first consideration for the man on foot is to seek to pass by on the left of the 

cavalryman, and his right if he is left-handed. This situation constitutes already an 

advantage, the sabre on horseback cannot wield his sabre as easily to his left as he 

can to the right (a difficulty again accumulated with the lack of height of his 

adversary on foot). 

This weakness on the left side is well known among cavalrymen, who will do 

whatever is possible to have the adversary on their right. 

One can get to the good side in the following fashion: approach a small way 

towards the sabreur, feigning to stay on his right, than make a brisk dodge and 

take his left, without fearing being hurt by the horse, the sped of the horse will 

impede the cavalry man from turning in time for you to change route. This, in sum, 

is the tactic of the toreador in front of the bull. 



If one has won the good side, benefit immediately by taking the offensive, without 

giving the sabreur time to recover from his surprise and deliver an attack himself. 

Throw at his passing a thrust to the flank of the man or horse or a cut on the 

chamfron of the latter: once the blow is thrown, get ready to form a parry as an 

opposing attack is to be feared. Another way to benefit from the good side 

comprises of delivering a cut to the whithers of the horse as it passes; this blow is 

given horizontally, the arm well extended, by reaping the fore and rear left side 

limbs of the horse with the same hit. 

On the gait of a gallop do not care about delivering and landing several attacks; one 

cannot make more than one attack or a single parry and riposte. 

If one has gained the left side, the sabreur will have you on his good side and will 

want to benefit from this. He will come at you with the intention of either a thrust 

to the body or a cut to the head or body. Of the two blows he will certainly choose 

the thrust to the body, which will allow him, if he reaches his adversary, put you 

out of the fight quicker. The cut, in effect, is less delivered at the face, will be 

considerably dampened by clothing or various pieces of equipment. 

Thus, one must only fear the thrust seriously. And again, this fear of a thrust will 

be mitigated by the ease with which a sabreur can miss its mark. You will not 

believe how the difficulty increases for him as the gait quickens: the least deviation 

between horse and target, where his poor judgement of distance is sufficient to 

make him deliver his blow into thin air. 

A widely held opinion is that the French are marvellous thrusters. This is perhaps 

true for a percentage of blows thrown collectively; but, taken individually, a cavalry 

man is only worth as much as any other: one will miss when the other hits and the 

inverse. Cavalrymen are without doubt practiced, during their instruction, at 

throwing, at all gaits, thrusts or cuts at mannequins; but how many hit with every 

blow? One must care that, independent of the question of speed, the difficulty 

increase as the target goes to a lower level. The examples cited have shown that 

horses with their riders have passed without doing harm, over crouching 

combatants who have struck at them as they passed by. When regiments of 

cavalry, upon the parade ground, perform jumps as squads, for example, it is not 

rare to see a cavalryman fall with his horse and the rest of the regiment cross them 

without being touched. On a course with heads or rings, organised by some 

regiments, very few are the cavalrymen who raise a head or slide a ring down at at 

the end of their sabre. 

Also, we have shown that with a little initiative a thrust or cut will easily be avoided 

or parried. 

Suppose that the sabreur wants to deliver a thrust to the body. On this attack, take 

a parry of low tierce or seconde with the scabbard by pressing on the adverse 

sabre, and riposte with a thrust to the flank of the man or horse, or again with a 

croisé under the flank of the horse while extending the arm; in this position, and by 

the sole speed of the horse, the sabre will penetrate by itself (fig.10). 



 

If the sabre threatens you with a thrust at head or shoulder height, take a parry of 

high tierce with the scabbard and riposte with a thrust to the flank of the man or 

horse, or better an arm blow, the position of your adversary facilitates this riposte 

(fig.11). 

 

After these various ripostes deliver a cut or the scabbard to the rear whithers of the 

horse if possible. 

Once can also parry a thrust in the manner described in combat against the lance, 

that is to say by crouching rapidly and immediately delivering a thrust to the 

horse’s stomach; the blow delivered by the adversary will pass over the head (fig. 

12). After this attack, hold oneself ready to form a parry in case of a second adverse 

attack. 

 

Cuts, as said, are only really to be feared to the head or face. Parries to form 

against attacks to the head and face are high quarte or high tierce, either with the 

sabre, or with the scabbard, and the ripostes to use are shown against the thrust. 

Against cuts delivered to the body, the parries are low quarte or seconde and the 



ripostes are the same against thrusts, and in addition, if one is able, the croisé and 

envelopment. 

We do not think there is place to speak of the contre-riposte on the part of the 

mounted adversary; the speed of his horse will impede the certainty of its 

execution, unless he is at the trot or stood still; but then the combatant on foot will 

be all over him. 

For all questions, one must hold little abilities the adversaries one has in front of 

one (men of the line for the larger part). However, if one has an affair with a sabreur 

who is able in the wielding of his weapon and awaits an adverse parry and riposte, 

a short phrase of arms will be exchange. But, even in this case, we assume that the 

result will not change: the combatant on foot, having greater mobility, must 

conquer. For the rest, furthermore, well convinced that a charging sabreur only 

cares for the offensive, the role of cavalry is the attack and not defence. 

It will also be somewhat easy to defend oneself against several sabreurs. The 

opposing weapon is short and necessitates the adversaries to come close, giving he 

advantage to the combatant on foot. The latter will use all tricks possible, 

crouching, derobing, leaping to the right, the left, making the most of his greater 

mobility. He will try to also use the tactics advised against several lancers, by 

seeking to pass on the left of the sabreur on the left wing; if he cannot and is 

surrounded, he must make moulinets while throwing, however they may be done, 

thrusts at the nearest adversary or horse. The attacks delivered by sabreurs on 

horseback will not succeed if they can only make rapid parries and it is 

indisputable that they are mutually impeded from delivering them. In the various 

evolutions, it can even come about that one of the horses will serve as a barrier and 

facilitate defence. Some moments gained of this sort often allows those nearby to 

rush over to pull free the combatant who is caught alone. We believe that the 

situation for the combatant is not as desperate as one believes. Experiences shows 

that such combat will be too risky; but strong assumptions lead us to suppose that 

a calm, cool combatant when pressed upon by danger and things come to pass or 

are about to come to pass that we are talking about, his instinct for preservation 

will cause him to run to the extreme methods which we dare to use from simple 

experience. 

Against the sabre on horseback, we advise cuts, which we did not do with the 

cavalryman armed with a lance, as the latter increases the distance between 

combatants by reason if its length. The attacks are delivered to the head, chamfron, 

collar, crupper and whithers of the horse; they are not delivered to the cavalryman 

himself due to his dominant position. And, since the latter cannot be reached 

directly, his horse being injured, weakened, panicking, he will be unseated; and 

each unseated cavalryman is found to be in a notoriously inferior position. In this 

case, while making the circumstances better for him, if one realises that he is not 

strongly bruised by the fall and that he can get free in time, it will be possible to 

combat him on foot. This will become a combat between sabreurs on foot. 

Sabre on foot 

This type of combat between cadres is that which is taught in the fencing salle, 

masters or professors are, better than us, capable of guiding and advising their 

pupils. 



Nevertheless, one knows that with sabre there exists two methods of combat. They 

derive from the same principles, depending on whether they are used int eh salle or 

the terrain, the game is different. 

To give a striking idea for the difference that exists between the two games, we shall 

say the sabre in the salle is to the sabre on the terrain what the foil is to the epee: 

the first is an assault of conventions, from which one does not depart to give a 

consistent game; the second, all out assault, unfortunately perhaps seeming to be 

due to a desultory game or lack of method. The surprise of a strong sabreur in the 

salle beaten for the first time on the terrain will be equal to that of a foilist also 

beaten for the first time when against a mediocre epeeist. 

When in the salle one will acquire an indispensable understanding, which will 

break against attacks, parries and ripostes, it would be good to become used to 

combat in the open air. One will get closer that to the disadvantages of reality, and 

one will perceive, in a little while, what must be done to avoid them. 

Combat on the field of battle, against one or several adversaries on foot, is not to be 

considered the courteous combat of the salle or duelling ground, where each 

adversary will use or must use legal fencing methods in order to assure victory. 

This matter of legality will give false self-love or false shame when using the 

following tactics. The suppression of the adversary is the sole target to aim for, as 

one sabre alone will not also be held in opposition to another lone sabre; in war, 

sentiment has no place and the chivalric code of sabreurs must be set to one side. 

One will therefore use the weapons that one has with one: the sabre to thrust, 

slash and parry: his scabbard to parry, block blows and, in applicable cases, the 

revolver, which one takes care is always loaded. 

While supposing an equally armed adversary, the victory will return necessarily to 

those combatants who put in the most effort in times of peace and thus, as a 

consequence, have the greatest preparation. 

Until this day, furthermore, it was not given to us to consider a certain method to 

use the sabre and its accessories (the scabbard and revolver) on campaign. The 

sabreur who thus combines to the sabre his scabbard and revolver, adding some 

ruses which we shall speak of later, will easily reason an adversary arriving on the 

terrain with instinct alone with the science of combat. 

Thrusts to the hand, wrist, forearm and arm, arm blows to the same parts, will, by 

making contact, be the first blows to perform. When, in the heat of action, the 

distances close together, one will use the scabbard to intervene, if the revolver is 

empty or will not suffice (fig.13).  

 



Knowing blows and other combinations with the sabre must not be researched, the 

weight of the sabre relinquishes all speed int heir execution. 

Seek only to reach the body with the sabre or scabbard while maintaining to set 

aside the adverse sabre to avoid a double hit. This condition fulfilled, attack as 

soon as possible with a thrust to the body in the line of engagement (straight 

thrust) or in another line passing underneath (disengagement) or passing over the 

adverse point (cutover): these blows executed with hand in tierce (nails underneath) 

or quarte (nails on top). 

The thrust to the body is performed with speed and decision, it doesn’t matter in 

what manner, all attacks will force the adversary to go for a parry. 

In these diverse attacks do not neglect to use the scabbard, either to set aside the 

adverse sabre or to trump a real attack. 

The attack with the thrust to the thigh can also be done, but while covering with 

the scabbard, the high line is uncovered and exposes one to a stop hit. 

Upon a simple attack, stophit the adversary with a thrust or arm blow to the 

extremities, while leaping backwards. Upon a compound attack, stophit him with a 

thrust to the face or chest, or with a cut to the head of face, either left or right side, 

the scabbard used to cover oneself form the adverse attack. 

Leaps to the left or right side are recommended. For example, one can, while 

jumping to the right, feint a thrust with the scabbard with the left hand: at the 

adversary, confused by this feint, immediately deliver a true blow, that is to say a 

thrust to the body with the sabre in the right hand (fig.14). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Infighting will also come about, the scabbard joined to the sabre facilitates the grip 

of the adverse sabre. In this close position, give kicks to the shins, heel stamps to 

the feet of the adversary while throwing, on occasion, a thrust or cut to whatever 

part of the body (fig.15) 

 

Such a tactic requires promptness, speed and decision in the actions. 

After the parry riposte almost always with a thrust to the chest, riposte which 

arrives quickly and exposes one only a little; leap quickly backwards after having 

thrown it: one is thus less likely to receive a counter-riposte, in the case where an 

adversary is able to make one. 

The best cuts, as ripostes, are those delivered by doubling the sabre blow, that is to 

say going for a parry from a stomach blow to the adverse flank and the inverse, 

from the parry of thrust under the flank, the parry of a thrust inside to the 

stomach and parry of a right side of the face to the left side and the inverse. Of all 

these ripostes, we advise particularly those given to the face, the others cannot 

injure seriously the adversary, clothing and equipment reduce their effectiveness by 

a couple of degrees. 

In combat between two sabreurs on foot only, the phrase of arms can come about 

and merits comprehensive to a certain point. 

Of the two options one is: to be better than his adversary or to be beaten by him. 

The strong combatant and already with this type of combat, in the first 

engagements, will render fully his superiority and it will be such that his attacks or 

ripostes are delivered as quickly as possible, and land with eh minimum of time 

and with the minimum of risk. 

The objective of the combatant who feels weaker will, on the contrary, cut matters 

short immediately at the beginning of his defeat, either by losing ground, thus 

interrupting the phrase, or in seeking to infight. By studying the situation critically 

in which the latter is found engaged, infighting, for him will be the means to 

equalise his chance; because it will be easy to deliver slashes or scabbard blows to 

the head or face of his adversary, kicks to the shins, blows to the head and pit of 

the stomach &c. Having shown himself to be the lesser fencer he must show 

himself to be the better pugilist. By applying his blows well, no matter what, he re-

establishes the combat to his benefit. 



We advise that, due to the weight of the sabres, it cannot be that the phrase of 

arms can never be too long: in all cases, its execution necessitates an adversary 

who is truly superior in fencing with the sabre, which will be the exception. 

As for the game of the sword, combat between sabreurs on foot will necessitate a 

great understanding of the notion of distance. This, once acquired, will avoid all 

surprises for the combatant and aid him to strike certainly on the adversary and 

allow him to parry and riposte with certain blows. 

In conforming to these regulations, one will join with us that that offensive and 

defensive will be rendered very simple and very convenient, the assailant in front of 

him will find that the open ground or path of his attack is barred by the sabre or 

the scabbard. In this sense, attack and defence are facilitated and more aggressive. 

Officers and sabreurs in general, experimenting with our advice, reckon how much 

it is easier to defeat an adversary, foreseen or not. 

Our personal experiences allow us to affirm the efficacy of such method, having 

performed them against provosts, adversaries possessing some education in 

fencing, certainly superior in level to the means of their eventual enemies. 

Defense against several sabreurs on foot (an occasion which rarely presents, the 

most part will be against those on horseback) will be more arduous of all combats. 

Here more than ever the combatant must call upon all his science: his enemies, 

possessing the same weapons, can work together in their attacks. 

All his attention must be on no more than leaving such a situation. 

If one does not have space to perform the diverse evolutions or tricks described 

previously, unfortunately his valour will be overcome in a little time. In this 

hypothesis, on thinks, as we do, that one is not found alone on the battlefield and 

that his neighbours will help him. He can help himself with moulinets, benefiting 

from mistakes made by his adversaries, one can hope, if not victorious, he can sell 

his life dearly. All is good between virile hands. 

The thought of a combatant must set aside the idea of being defeated. He will find 

himself in the most perilous situations, the most desperate, audacious, energetic, 

the fugue will supplement and equalise his chances. He must conquer and not die. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


